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LAST TUESDAY
Our speaker for the evening was Davin Chown who, for the past seven years has been a guiding force in
the EVS [Emergency Volunteer Support] which is modelled on the American FIMA emergency service and
which tackles any form of disaster or emergency situation. Notably, assisting in tackling the recent fires
we have had to deal with in the Western Cape. Mountain rescue, flood
situations and a host of other perilous situations are all within their
sphere of operation.
As, the title make clear, this is an entirely voluntary organisation but
not one to be confused with occasional helpers. As Davin’s
presentation unfolded it became quite clear that the training and
dedication made this group a highly effective force. Indeed, and as
Davin put it, they were established to fill the very wide gap in
effectiveness of Municipal and Provincial emergency services.
Services which, to all intents and purposes were and are
dysfunctional.
But the added ingredient which makes them so special [particularly in
our eyes] is the training of volunteer youngsters [aged 14ys to 19yrs] from disadvantaged backgrounds to
the level where they are actively involved [under watchful leadership] in, for example, tackling major
wildfires or mountain rescue. It was the EVS which prevented the Sentinel Fire recently from reaching
Llandudno.

Those of us who were at the Stellenbosch District Conference two years ago will recall the Newlands Rotary Club sponsored bright
yellow Rescue Truck parked outside. And some of us might recall the youngsters manning it. They were all from Ocean View. Unpaid
and highly professional. This is a rare thing. The organisation does help them with finding work suitable to their training which also
includes management and organizational training but they are not paid during the lengthy period of training or for tackling some very
difficult situations.
What Davin has found is that their self-esteem of those who pass the test and become members is greatly enhanced and they are now
valuable and valued members of the community.
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We are now looking to introduce Davin to our group of IY Marshals and talk to them about joining. Davin has about 80 volunteers at
present and is under no illusion as to the difficulties for some of these young people to maintain the discipline needed to become accepted
into the ranks of EVS. Of the last intake only 12 made it out of the initial 35.
But the thought of having 12 trained EVS volunteers in IY is such an exciting prospect.
Our Fire Fund board is looking to involve HBVEMS in training programs and perhaps there is an opportunity for Matthew Rosenberg and
his HBVEMS [Hout Bay Volunteer Emergency Medical Service] to work with EVS in training.
We were only a very small gathering on Tuesday but those of us there really did come away with a sense of what is possible. And without
the EVS to help beleaguered Municipal services we would be at significantly greater risk.

JOELLE’S SPOT
President Joelle took a spot to remind all that there is no
meeting this Tuesday at the ABC as we are raiding Am Kaap on
Thursday.
time is moving on so anyone who wishes to go and hasn’t yet
registered should do so as soon as possible.

Dear RC Hout Bay
You are invited to the RC am Kap Club Meeting 31.08.2017.
Please click on the link below to attend or decline. You can
also book family and friends.

GREEN IS FOR LIVER CANCER

Event:

The more observant of the few of us at Tuesday’s meeting will
have noticed the shock of green hair Pres Joelle was sporting.
I, for one was not aware that different colours are identified with
different kinds of cancer. i think many of us associate pink with
breast cancer now but i was not aware that green is identified
with liver cancer from which Joelle’s sister is suffering. We can
only wish her well but her situation is sadly very advanced.

Club Meeting 31.08.2017
Date:
Aug 31, 2017 6:00 PM - Aug 31, 2017 8:00 PM
Fee:
Location:
Winchester Mansions Hotel

WHEELCHAIR DELIVERED BY BUTCH

221 Beach Road, Sea Point
Cape Town, Cape Town South Africa

Reported last week but photo now attached.
Angeline Wilschut, 44 years old. She suﬀered a stroke recently
and has lost all movement on her right hand side.
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COOLAMON NEWS
here is the bulle<n from Coolamon for this week.
Coolamon Rotary Bulletin

R.A.G.E.S - From DGE John Glassford
G ' day
Apologies for the late RAGES news for June/July.
Atlanta was a wonderful conven<on and the RAGES booth was very busy.
Here is the newsleHer:
RAGES News June/July 2017
So many good projects to support so liHle <me with some of our iconic species like the Black Rhino, the Pygmy Elephants of Borneo
together with the Orangutans. The majes<c African elephant is under enormous threat these days.
I know that there are many of you who have joined RAGES who have a story to tell so please start telling us as you all now (630
members), come from many countries with your own problems with species dying out or under threat.
We have a dynamic board and expect some changes and new ideas on how we can be of service, remembering that we are but a
catalyst between you and projects involving endangered species.
Do not hesitate to contact us with any ques<ons that you may have on how you can get involved.

Yours in Rotary
DGE John Glassford

Chair 2014 -2018
Rotarian Ac<on Group for Endangered Species
Rotary Club of Coolamon District 9700
New South Wales, Australia

TOTNES DEVON – ORANGE RACES - KEITH BULL
Well this week saw Alison and I marshalling for the annual Orange Races
down the old streets of Totnes. First the children in four age groups, kicked
their oranges down the narrow sloping section of Fore Street to be greeted at
the Market Square by cheering Mums and Dads and awarded a bar of
chocolate by the Mayor Rosie Adams.
Then the real fun starts as the older youths, youngsters, pensioners and
policemen chased their oranges down the very steep section of Fore Street
to the Royal Seven Stars hotel where again the mayor was waiting.
Amazingly, despite the amazing speeds with which little orange fruits career
down the road, there were no serious injuries......albeit pride was dented in
places!
We needed a loud voice to persuade the spectators to keep out of the
roadway........but once again another event went off successfully with the
Elizabethan Society, who organised the races, dressed in their traditional
costumes.
PS Note the Sergeant at Arms carrying the Mayor's mace is a Totnes Rotarian and key member of my Raft Race team.
See Video at
20170822 1112241

